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Kitchen accessoires 

 
Preview interzum Cologne 2023 
Accessory ideas for carefree cooking and dining 
 
In an elegantly furnished kitchen, it is the practical accessories that provide the convenience 
required for routine and vitality in everyday kitchen life. With its own product developments, 
the kitchen accessories specialist Naber integrates current requirements of the market into 
its product ranges. At the interzum from 9 to 12 May, the company will be presenting the 
spectacular alongside the stylish and everything that kitchen users always need at Stand E-
038 in Hall 7.1 at the Cologne Trade Fair Centre. 
 
Many of the recent additions to the product range impress with their ecological product 
design and are functionally developed to help save resources in everyday kitchen life. The 
currently high-profile topic of "indoor air quality" has been at the centre of Naber's research 
and development for decades. 
 
Installing COMPAIR PRIME flow® in the DIY area 
 
With COMPAIR PRIME flow®, the market leader in kitchen ventilation technology presents a 
maximum-efficiency system that is easy to install. Experts from the furniture industry and 
interior construction can try out installing the components in the do-it-yourself area of the 
Naber stand – without tools, silicone or adhesive tape. The new universal connector enables 
changes in direction of up to 15 degrees and thus improves the flexibility of the entire system. 
 
COMPAIR PRIME flow® is compatible with all standard cooker hoods and hob extractors in 
both exhaust air and recirculating air operation. The cooking vapours are guided through 
pipes and bends with optimised flow and the lowest possible resistance, which results in only 
minimal noise at an extremely high air output. The power consumption is comparatively low. 
 
Waste collectors next to water tanks 
 
The trade fair module for Naber's growing SELECTAkit® waste collector range contains, 
among other things, the two highlights Cox® Base Q and Cox Stand-UP®. In the cupboard 
under the sink, the perfect organisation of storage space, including waste containers, can 
also be achieved if water tanks for special faucets are accommodated there. Fizzy or boiling 
water, for example, flows directly from the tap with the Quooker system. The product 
innovation Cox® Base Q combines a stable frame for the water tanks with up to 22 litres of 
container volume for waste. 
 
The system with soft-closing and damping was developed for the Quooker Cube cold-water 
and Pro3 boiling-water storage tanks in the 600-millimetre-wide furniture body. Clever cable 
and hose management is integrated, and the system responds flexibly to the installation 
situation on site. With optional extension hoses, the Quooker system can also be set up and 
connected in front of the cabinet. 
 
Cox Stand-UP®, the extremely adaptable waste collector system with three container heights 
for four cabinet widths, was developed for kitchen base cabinets with front pull-outs with 
varying frame and front heights. Up to four durable Cox® Box containers can be hooked into 
the floor-mounted metal frame and securely positioned. 
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Management 
Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving 
force behind the development and realisation 
of innovative products. 
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas human 
resources, organisation and finance. 
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the 
company with drive and vitality.  
 
 
 

Naber GmbH 
A dynamically growing company within the 
kitchen accessories sector. More than 3,500 
accessories items belong to the product range. 
Numerous internationally recognised design 
awards underline the innovative power of the 
family-owned business which is successful for 
decades. 
 
 

 

 
Comprehensive planning with the NABER TRIO 
 
At the sink, as the active centre of the kitchen, the aspect of intelligent use of space also 
includes the faucet and the waste collector system. Because depending on the situation, the 
faucet also needs to be inclinable or should visually emphasise a specific style of furnishing. 
And in the cupboard under the sink, the aim is to make the best possible use of the limited 
storage space by means of intelligent container combinations. 
 
The NABER TRIO brings together individual solutions in outstanding quality to create 
convincing functional ensembles. When the sink, faucet and waste collector are perfectly 
coordinated, this improves the workflow and the pleasure of cooking. The examples shown 
in Cologne combine user friendliness with stylish aesthetics. In terms of colour, the sink and 
faucet ranges from Naber offer such a wide variety that truly every customer requirement 
can be met. 
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